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English Department Writers Series Presents A Reading By Author Russell Banks March 28
DURHAM, N.H. -- The University of New Hampshire English Department is proud to present a reading by writer Russell Banks as part of its 2005-2006 Writers Series. Banks will read from his work on Tuesday, March 28 at 5 p.m. in Murkland Hall, Room 115. This reading is free and open to the public. Books will be available for purchase and signing at the conclusion of the program.


Born in Newton, Mass., March 28, 1940, Banks was raised in Massachusetts and Barnstead, N.H. He graduated from the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, in 1967, and has taught at Emerson College, the University of New Hampshire, New England College, Columbia University, Sarah Lawrence College, New York University, and Princeton University. He has won numerous awards for his work, among them a Guggenheim Fellowship, National Endowment for the Arts Creative Writing Fellowships, Ingram Merrill Award, The St. Lawrence Award for Short Fiction, O. Henry and Best American Short Story Award, The John Dos Passos Award, and the Literature Award from the American Academy of Arts and Letters. He is a Fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.

The 2005-2006 Writers Series will conclude with a reading by poet Billy Collins April 24.
Editors: A hi-res photo can be downloaded from http://www.unh.edu/news/img/english/Banks.JPG.